We analyze respiration time series of newborn infants with apnea. At first, stationarity, determinism and predictability of the time series are investigated. The local stationarity decreases in regions where the am plitude suddenly varies as typically observed in apnea, and it is difficult to predict the time series in those regions. Thus, we focus on the characteristics of the decrease in stationarity when apnea occurs, and we
propose a new method to construct time series of the fluctuation of the local stationarity from observed data. This time series is called time series of stationarity rates in this paper. In advance of applying this method to the respiration time series, we construct the time series of stationarity rates of numerical data generated by deterministic systems while slowly varying a parameter caused by another deterministic driving force, and we apply the surrogate-data method to demonstrate that the constructed time series can be characterized as deterministic. We apply these techniques to the time series of stationarity rates of the respiration data. Our results suggest that the constructed time series of stationarity rates is possibly deterministic in short term. The num ber of data is 1000, with 0_??_ ws_??_900, 100_??_WL_??_1000, WB0=WL0=50. Fig. 3, 4) . ws=400, and other descriptions are the same as Fig. 3, 4 . WLmin=100, wS=500, WB0=WL0=5 Fig. 10. (a) The respiration time series of new born infant with apnea. (b) The time series of sta tionarity rates for (a). WLmin=100, wS=500, wB0=WL0=5. Fig. 11 . Correlation coefficients and significance for surrogate data sets of the time series of sta tionarity rates shown in Fig. 10(b) . Surrogate data algorithm is RS (Random Shuffled). 
